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NOTICE

Candidates seeking Admission to MD PSYCHIATRY Course for the Academic Year 2023-
24 are required to produce the following documents in ORIGINAL on the day ofAdmission.

l. Allotment Letter isiued by MCC (Essential document)
2. Admit Card issued by NBE (Essential document)
3. Result/Rank Letter issued by NBE (Essential document).
4- High School/Higher Secondary Certificate/Bir-th Certificate as proof of date or birth.

(Essential document).
5. Class 12th Marksheet (Essential Document)
6. Mark Sheets of MBBS 1st, 2nd & 3rd Professional Examinations.

(Essential document)
7. MBBS Degree Certificate/Provisional Certificate. (Essential document)
8. Intenrship Cornpletion Certificate. (Essential document).
9. Permanent / provisional Registration Certificate issued by MCI or State

MedicalCouncil. Provisional Registration Certificate is acceptable only in cases where
candidate is undergoing internship. (Essential document)

10. Candidates allotted seat must carry one of the identification proofs (lD Proof) to the
allotted college at the time of admission (as mentioned in the information Bulletin
published by the National Board of Examinations (NBE) for NEET i.e. PAN Card,
Driving License, Voter ID" Passport or Aadhar Card). (Essential document)

11. The Candidate should also bring the following certificates, if applicable
a. SC/ST Certificate issued by the competent authority (in the format as

specifiedin the Information Bulletin) and should be in English or Hindi' 
Ianguage. Sub caste should be clearly mentioned in the certificate. The
translated certificate must be certified by a Gazetted Officer. (Essential
document)' b. EWS Certificate as per the Central Govt. Norms (in the format as specified

. inthe Information Bulletin) and should be in English or Hindi language.
The translated certificate must be certified by a Gazetted Officer.
(Essential document)

c. OBC certificate issued by the competent authority. The sub-caste should
tally with the Central List of OBC. The OBC candidates should not belong
to Creamy Layer. The OBC certificate must be in the format as mentioned
in the prospectus. The translated certificate must be certified by a Gazetted
Ofiicer. (Essential document)



d. Disability Certificate issued from a duly constituted and authorized
Medical Board for twenty one (21) Benchmark Disabilities as per the

Rights of Persons with Disability Act,20l6 and NMC Norms. No other
PwD certificate, issued by any other Authorities/ Hospital will be

entertained. The format of Certificate of Disability is annexed in the

Information Bulletin. (Essential document)
12. Candidates are also required to execute a Bond at the time of Joining the MD

Psychiatry course at LGBRIMH. It is expected that the candidates will prepare the

BOND in a Non-Judicial Stamp Paper as per the format given in Prospectus of
LGBRIMH, Annexure I and produce it on the day of admission.
(Essential document)

Candidates without original certificates / documents shall not be allowed to take adrnission in
LGBRIMH.

Candidates w'ho have deposited their original documents with any other Institute / College/
University and come for admission with a certificate stating that "their original certificates

are deposited with the Institute / College / University" shall not be allowed to take admission
in LGBRIMH.

(Dr. H. Dutta)
Deputy Director

LGBRIMH, Tezpur

For any Furtlter Oueries. please contact
Dr Vijay Gogoi
Associate Professor. Psychiatry
LGBRIMH. Tezpur

Ph:8r 3s848178

Ernail : vij aygo goi50@gmail.com


